Color Theory for Startups
How to Pick Colors for Web & Mobile Apps
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Introduction
One of the first questions the budding designer asks themselves when
confronted with a blank page is: how do I pick colors?
This simple question hides a complex problem: there are entire sites
devoted to answering it, and whole articles (and books) written about
color theory. My intent here is not to replace those resources, but
rather to complement them by giving you my own perspective on this
topic.
The main thing you should understand is this: picking colors is not
really about colors.
Let me explain.
First, let’s take a look at three popular ways of choosing colors:
Color Pickers
Color pickers let you pick a color, and then automatically generate matching
palettes according to various mathematical principles. However, they
generally do not account for human sensibilities and aesthetics.

Palette Galleries
Unlike software color pickers, palette galleries such as Kuler or

Colourlovers are curated by humans. The top color combinations on these
sites are very pleasing to the eye, and almost works of art in themselves.

From Photos
Another popular approach is to generate a palette from a photo, either
through an algorithm or manually. The idea here is that by using the same
colors, you’ll achieve the same atmosphere as in the photo.
In practice though this rarely works because the human brain depends on
context: change the context, and the color’s eﬀect changes as well.

What’s wrong with all these methods? The problem is that they focus
too much on the end result (finding colors) while completely neglecting
the important part: what you want to communicate.
Let’s step back for a minute and imagine you need to write some copy
for your homepage. Would it make sense to stick in some Shakespeare
in there just because he’s a great author? Of course not, Shakespeare’s
writing has nothing to do with your product, no matter how great it is!
So why would it make sense to use a total stranger’s color palette?
These colors might look great, but do they have anything to do with
your product and message?
So instead of picking colors because of how they look, you should be
picking them because of what role they play.
Now that’s all well and good in theory, but how does this apply to the
real world? Let me show you through a couple examples.
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Simple

Simple is a textbook example of a clean, modern layout. They didn’t try
to reinvent the wheel and stand out by picking a bright shade of
mauve, but instead relied on typography and layout basics to create a
great design. They picked one dominant color (teal) and one accent
color (orange), and that’s it.
An added benefit of picking a shade of blue as your main color is that
you can also use it for links inside your content (see Facebook). The
only problem here is that Simple’s shade of dark teal blends in too
much with the regular text color.

AirBnB

AirBnB has no clear dominant color: on the homepage alone you can
count 4 very distinct colors: blue, yellow, green, and pink. But despite
this, the page somehow still manages to have a cohesive visual style.
The one thing that holds these colors together is that they’re all bright
and cheerful. Just like in the best abstract paintings, these small
touches of color end up coming together to create a pleasing overall
impression.
Also notice that the plain white background doesn’t clash with any of
the four colors. If the AirBnB designer had used a colored background,
the multi-color buttons would probably not work as well.

Geckoboard

Geckoboard shows a lot of info, but in a very graphical way, which
works well with their dark background.
You’ll notice the tile’s background is dark grey, not black. From a
practical point of view, 100% black backgrounds are often a bad idea,
because you can’t use shadows or other lighting eﬀects on top of them
(since you’re already at maximum darkness).
The contrast between pure black and pure white is also very strong,
and will quickly tire out the eye. This is why Geckoboard wisely uses a
light shade of grey instead of pure white to display their numbers.

TeuxDeux

Red has very strong associations with things like danger, security,
violence, and medicine. So unless your app has something to do with
these domains, you probably don’t want to conjure up those ideas.
But on the web, there’s another thing to take into account: errors. If
your app can generate errors, you’ll have to make sure these still stand
out from the rest of the red UI.
TeuxDeux (a simple to-do list app) is almost all red. So it’s a good thing
that form errors are clearly displayed above all the content, because
they would otherwise easily get lost in the user interface.

MailChimp

Mailchimp also follows the pattern of using one strong dominant color
associated with a complementary accent color.
Although blue and orange is a classic combination, the aqua blue and
washed-out orange still stand out and give the site a strong identity.
The chimp plays a role too: it draws attention to itself, and prevents the
page from feeling too flat.

Facebook

Another basic question: how many colors should I use? The answer is
really up to you, but remember that sometimes, one color can be
enough. For example, Facebook is a great example of building a brand
around a single color.
For content-heavy apps like Facebook, it makes sense to avoid
overloading the interface with gradients, shadows, or too many colors.
But also consider that if you applied the same design aesthetic to a
simpler app, it would probably end up looking too bare and underdesigned.

Heroku

Web apps usually need to display a lot of information, and dark
background can quickly make any page look busy and crowded. If you
need to display lists or tables of any kind, I’d advise staying away from
them.
On the other hand, Heroku’s dark background works great for a couple
reasons: first, there’s a lot of whitespace between elements. Second,
there’s actually not that much content on the page.
Also, most of the elements (whether it be the text or the illustrations)
are not white, but a light shade of purple. This helps lower the contrast
and keep the page readable.

Square

Square is a good example of why “which color should I pick” is not the
right question to ask. Their site is gorgeous, yet it barely uses any color!
Taking a page out of Apple’s design playbook, Square uses beautiful
photos, rich layouts, and great typography.
The only touch of color are the blue buttons and highlights, but
honestly the button color is not that important. These buttons could
become green tomorrow and you probably wouldn’t notice.

Zendesk

Zendesk once again uses the two-color strategy. Green is a calming
color associated with nature, perfect for a “zen” product. It also
matches up well with the grey, an echo of Japanese rock gardens.
And the orange buttons stand out well without clashing with the
dominant color.
An all-around great example of reinforcing your brand through color,
and then staying on message throughout the design.

Mint

Mint is the perfect case of picking colors for their meaning. The site is
called “mint” and is about money, so of course it’ll be green!
This seems basic, but all to often people forget that things like color,
typography, or texture should all work together towards the goal of
communicating a common message.
Notice too that although green is the dominant color, it’s not
overwhelming. It’s used sparingly for the logo, the faint background
gradient, and the word “free”.

In Practice
As you noticed, a lot of those sites follow a basic, simple pattern: First,
pick a dominant color according to your message or branding. Then,
find an accent color that matches for elements like buttons, banners,
and other call-to-actions. It doesn’t really need to get any more
complicated than this.
So let’s try and put this in practice. Here are 3 simple steps to help pick
your next color scheme:
1.

Light or Dark
If you need to display a lot of information-rich content (such as
lists or tables), stay away from light-on-dark designs. On the other
hand, if you have big graphics or photos, you might want to
consider them.

2.

Dominant Color
Choose a dominant color that supports your message and
reinforces your brand. Ideally, that color should also look good
when applied on big surfaces like a nav bar or hero area.

3.

Accent Color
The accent color needs to stand out from the dominant color, but
without clashing with it. Color pickers can be useful at this step
since they will generate a matching combination for you.

Conclusion
So you’ve seen there’s nothing complicated about picking colors. You
don’t need color-matching algorithms, color palette directories, or an
art degree.
Just remember to take into account a color’s pre-existing associations,
both in the real world (red means danger, green is a happy color, etc.)
and online (red is associated with errors, blue with links, etc.)
And remember, there’s nothing wrong with not picking colors. Sites like
Square and Apple demonstrate that you can perfectly design great
sites without relying too strongly on color.

